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ABSTRACT
Single view-based reconstruction of hand-object interaction is chal-
lenging due to the severe observation missing caused by occlusions.
This paper proposes a physics-based method to better solve the
ambiguities in the reconstruction. It first proposes a force-based dy-
namic model of the in-hand object, which not only recovers the un-
observed contacts but also solves for plausible contact forces. Next,
a confidence-based slide prevention scheme is proposed, which
combines both the kinematic confidences and the contact forces
to jointly model static and sliding contact motion. Qualitative and
quantitative experiments show that the proposed technique recon-
structs both physically plausible and more accurate hand-object
interaction and estimates plausible contact forces in real-time with
a single RGBD sensor.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies→Motion capture.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In daily lives, humans usually interact with objects with their hands.
Thus hand-object interaction is one important kind of motion to be
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Figure 1: Our system reconstructs physically plausible hand-
object interaction and contact forces in real-time from a
single-view depth camera.

handled in computer vision and graphics. And reconstructing hand-
object interactions is very useful in various applications including
gaming, virtual reality, human-computer interaction, and robotics.

Many previous works have worked on the task of reconstructing
hand-object interactions. Recently, the state-of-the-art work [Zhang
et al. 2021] reconstructs both the hand and the in-hand object in real-
time with only a single depth camera. They achieve both promising
reconstruction accuracy and runtime performance. However, hand-
object interaction usually causes heavy occlusions, leading to severe
observation missing, especially in the single view reconstruction
scenario. [Zhang et al. 2021] rely on data-driven pose priors to
handle this. However, they cannot fully solve the ambiguities, and
may fail or generate noticeable artifacts, especially some physically
implausible failures and artifacts, e.g., grasping an object with only
one finger in contact, or the object slides in the hand, making the
technique difficult to be used in many real applications.

These problems motivate us to not only utilize the data-driven
priors but also involve physics-driven priors to better solve the
ambiguities in the reconstruction. However, it is not trivial to build
physical models for hand-object interactions. In body motion cap-
ture, we know that physics-based contact and sliding optimizations
have been successfully explored [Shimada et al. 2021, 2020; Yi et al.
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2022] and are demonstrated useful for realistic human motion esti-
mation. However, different from foot-floor contacts, hand-object
contacts are more complicated due to the high freedom of finger mo-
tions and the diversity of object shapes. Specifically, 1) hand-object
contacts are difficult to detect because of severe occlusions. 2) And
modeling the sliding constraints of hand contacts is difficult since
fingers can either slide or fix on an object during the interaction.

In this paper, we focus on building a physical model for recon-
structing hand-object interactions. We observe that previous works
do not delicately model the physics of hand-object interactions. The
state-of-the-art work [Zhang et al. 2021] just models the interaction
kinematically with only straightforward sliding and penetration
constraints, which lacks the awareness of interaction physics. On
the other hand, we incorporate delicately designed physics into
the traditional kinematic reconstruction of hand-object interaction.
First, based on the physical rule that the object’s motion is driven
by the forces exerted at the contact points, we propose a novel
contact status optimization to iteratively refine the contact status
and estimate the contact forces to leverage the object’s dynamics.
In this manner, some missing contacts, caused by occlusions, can be
recovered by enforcing the consistency between the object motion
and the forces on the contacts. Second, with the force estimation,
we aim to examine the occurrence of non-physical sliding at the con-
tacts, i.e., the contact point falsely slides on the object surface when
there is a large pressure on the contact. To deal with false positives
caused by the uncertainty in force (pressure) estimation, we design
a novel confidence-based slide prevention method, which considers
both kinematic confidences and contact forces. With these consider-
ations, we achieve reasonable contact motion estimation, handling
both static and sliding contacts. We demonstrate that by incorporat-
ing interaction physics into the reconstruction system, we achieve
not only physical plausible results but also more accurate hand
pose estimation, because the physical priors help to better solve
the ambiguities caused by occlusions and noise in the input.

In summary, our main contributions are:

• The first method that reconstructs interacting hand and ob-
ject with physically plausible contact motions and forces in
real-time.

• Aphysics-based contact status optimization algorithm,which
iteratively refines the hand-object contacts leveraging the
object dynamics.

• A confidence-based slide prevention algorithm, which elimi-
nates non-physical sliding by incorporating both kinematic
confidence and physical force estimation.

2 RELATEDWORKS
This paper studies physics-inspired algorithms to improve hand-
object interaction reconstruction. So, we majorly review the topics
of hand-object interaction reconstruction and physics-based dy-
namic reconstruction. Notice that there exist numerous methods
that focus on pure hand tracking or pure object reconstruction from
interacting motions. As they do not simultaneously reconstruct
both of them as we do, we will not provide a thorough discussion
on them.

2.1 Hand-object Interaction Reconstruction
There are various works aiming at jointly tracking hand pose
and object motion during the interaction. Many of them utilize
optimization-based methods to find the solutions that best fit the
observations which are obtained from different sorts of input. [Bal-
lan et al. 2012; Oikonomidis et al. 2011;Wang et al. 2013] reconstruct
hand-object interactions by multi-view RGB cameras, while [Pan-
teleris and Argyros 2017] perform the reconstruction based on
stereo RGB cameras. In recent years, depth cameras are widely
applied because they can directly provide 3D information. [Kyriazis
and Argyros 2014] use RGBD data for motion tracking in complex
scenes where the hand interacts with several objects, but the system
can only run offline. Real-time performance is achieved by [Sridhar
et al. 2016] with RGBD input and a 3D articulated Gaussian mixture
alignment approach. All these works need templates of objects in
motion estimation, which greatly limits their usage. [Panteleris
et al. 2015] track object rigid motions and progressively reconstruct
the object shape without a template. Recent works [Zhang et al.
2019, 2021] perform real-time reconstruction of articulated hand
pose, object shape, and object rigid/non-rigid motion. Even though
they involve data-driven priors to solve the severe ambiguities in
the reconstruction, they still suffer from some challenging poses
with heavy occlusions. This paper focuses on further providing
physics-driven priors to better solve the ambiguity.

Apart from the optimization-based methods, recent works utilize
neural networks to extract interaction information directly from
single color images. [Tekin et al. 2019] propose a unified network
which can simultaneously predict hand-object poses, object cate-
gories, and action classes. [Hasson et al. 2019] recover hand and
object shapes together with motions through two separate net-
works. However, for techniques in this category, the generalization
ability for novel object geometries is limited because it is difficult
to make coverage of the training dataset sufficient, compared to
the huge geometry variations in the real world.

2.2 Physics-based Dynamic Reconstruction
Recently, many researches have focused on physics-based dynamic
reconstruction. Some works studied physically plausible body mo-
tion capture [Li et al. 2019; Rempe et al. 2020; Shimada et al. 2021,
2020; Yi et al. 2022; Zell et al. 2020], character animation and con-
trol [Isogawa et al. 2020; Peng et al. 2018a,b; Yu et al. 2021; Yuan and
Kitani 2019; Yuan et al. 2021]. Many works focus on physics-based
hand motion and hand-object interaction, which are more relevant
to our topic. Some works use trajectory optimization [Liu 2009]
or data-driven physical controller [Pollard and Zordan 2005; Zhao
et al. 2013] to synthesize physics-based dexterous manipulations.
Most recent works generate physics-based hand control policy from
deep reinforcement learning to reach specific grasping or moving
goals [Christen et al. 2022; Yang et al. 2022]. Researches on virtual
reality obtain realistic interaction motion by leveraging soft con-
tact modeling and physics simulation [Hirota and Tagawa 2016;
Höll et al. 2018; Talvas et al. 2015]. However, these works assume a
known virtual object shape and aim at synthesizing hand motion
to manipulate the object, rather than hand-object reconstruction.
There are also works focusing on hand-object contact force esti-
mation from visual inputs [Ehsani et al. 2020; Pham et al. 2015,
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2017]. They need a good hand-object motion estimation and aim
at estimating the real forces during interaction, while we focus on
improving the tracking accuracy leveraging physics. Some works
explore capturing or refining the hand-object interactive motion
leveraging physics [Grady et al. 2021; Kry and Pai 2006; Kumar
et al. 2021; Tzionas et al. 2016], which is the most relevant to ours.
However, these physical models either have strong assumptions
like known object shapes or motion, or are not applicable for the
real-time reconstruction task. For the existing physical models of
hand-object interaction, there is a gap between effectiveness to
solve the ambiguity in the reconstruction task and efficiency to
achieve real-time performance.

3 PRELIMINARY
Similar to [Zhang et al. 2021], we use sphere-mesh [Tkach et al.
2016] to model the hand and Truncated Signed Distance Function
(TSDF) [Newcombe et al. 2015] to model the object.

Sphere-mesh model deems the human hand as a skeleton that
consists of end spheres and connections between spheres. We
describe the hand pose with a vector 𝜽 ∈ R28 that contains 6-
DOF wrist pose and 22-DOF finger joint rotations. The object is
represented by a static model in zero pose in a canonical space
and a motion field consisting of the object’s rigid transformation
and non-rigid deformation. The object’s static model is defined as
S = {𝑑 (𝒙),𝑤 (𝒙)} where 𝒙 is a point in the canonical space, 𝑑 (𝒙) is
the signed distance from 𝒙 to the closest point on the object surface,
and𝑤 (𝒙) measures the confidence of 𝑑 (𝒙). The surface of the static
object M is formulated as:

M = {(𝒗, 𝒏) |𝑑 (𝒗) = 0, 𝒏 =
∇𝑑 (𝒗)

| |∇𝑑 (𝒗) | |2
}, (1)

where 𝒗 is the vertex and 𝒏 is the corresponding normal. The object
motion is represented by a motion fieldW(𝒙) which is the compo-
sition of a rigid transformation𝑾 and a local non-rigid deformation
of each vertex. Applying the motion on the static object, we define
the live modelM𝑙 as:

M𝑙 = {(𝒗𝑙 , 𝒏𝑙 ) |𝒗𝑙 = W(𝒗)𝒗, 𝒏𝑙 = W(𝒗)𝒏}. (2)

For more details, please refer to [Tkach et al. 2016] and [Newcombe
et al. 2015].

4 METHOD
In this section, we present the details of our method. Our task is
to reconstruct the interacting hand and object in real-time from a
single-view depth camera. The system obtains color and depth im-
age input from the camera and outputs hand pose in terms of joint
angles, object motion, and the object 3D model (Fig. 2). Our method
incorporates three stages: kinematic hand-object motion tracking
(Sec. 4.1), physics-based contact status optimization (Sec. 4.2), and
confidence-based contact movement modeling (Sec. 4.3). At the be-
ginning of the motion, we only run the kinematic motion tracking
to estimate the object’s static model. After the object is fully recon-
structed, we calculate the object’s physical properties and activate
the physics-based optimization. As the hand-object contacts can
be very dense and complex, it is necessary to simplify the contacts
to ensure a stable physics-based optimization and real-time per-
formance. Thus, in this paper, we model the hand-object contacts

only on fingertips since they are the most common and important
area for hand-object interaction, and suffer from non-physical arti-
facts (e.g., sliding, penetration, false escape from the object surface)
most in previous works. In the following, we elaborate each stage
respectively.

4.1 Kinematic Hand-Object Motion Tracking
This stage estimates hand pose 𝜽 𝑡

kin
, object motion W𝑡 , and the

static object model S from the input depth map D𝑡 at frame 𝑡 .
Notice that we use [Zhang et al. 2021] for this kinematic reconstruc-
tion step, but in theory, it is applicable for other alternations as
our technique is just a refining method working on top of a recon-
struction system. Also note that for some symbols that are always
associated with frame 𝑡 , we may eliminate 𝑡 for simplification.

4.2 Contact Status Optimization
The kinematic motion tracking in Sec. 4.1 suffers from physically
incorrect hand-object interaction. In this subsection, we focus on
the most important and fundamental part of the interaction, i.e.,
contacts. Due to the insufficient depth data caused by the single
view recording and the hand-object occlusions, we often observe
physically implausible contacts in the kinematic tracking results,
e.g., the object floats in the air without any finger supporting it. Our
idea is to refine the contact status by leveraging the physical prior
that the movement of the object should be explained by a group of
forces exerted at all contact points. In the following, we introduce
the initial contact status extraction and the physics-based contact
status refinement.

4.2.1 Initial Contact Status Extraction. As we assume contacts hap-
pen on the five fingertips. The contact status can be formulated
as:

CS = {(𝒑𝑖 , 𝒏𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 ) |𝑖 = 0, 1, ...4}, (3)
where 𝒑𝑖 is the 𝑖th fingertip’s projection point on the object surface,
𝒏𝑖 is the normal of the object at𝒑𝑖 , and𝑑𝑖 is the distance between the
tip and 𝒑𝑖 . The projection point 𝒑𝑖 can be treated as the candidate
position of the 𝑖th fingertip’s contact point on the object surface. 𝑑𝑖
somehow represents whether the 𝑖th fingertip is in contact with the
object (𝑑𝑖 = 0 means contact). Here we discuss how to obtain CS.
First, we find the candidate contact on the five fingertips. We sample
some surface points on each of the fingertip, and based on their
positions in the kinematic result, we examine their values in the
TSDF of the reconstructed object. The point with minimum values
is treated as the candidate as it is the closest to the object. Then we
project this point onto the object along the normal direction to get
𝒑𝑖 . And thus 𝒏𝑖 and 𝑑𝑖 can also be calculated. Notice that [Zhang
et al. 2021] also has a contact detection scheme. It is also applicable
to use their method to construct CS.

4.2.2 Physical Properties Calculation. To perform physics-based
contact status optimization, we also need to compute the object’s
physical properties including dynamics (linear and angular veloc-
ity 𝒗𝑡 ,𝝎𝑡 , linear and angular acceleration ¤𝒗𝑡 , ¤𝝎𝑡 ) and inherent at-
tributes (mass 𝑚𝑜 , center of mass 𝒄𝑜 , and inertia tensor 𝑰 ). The
dynamics are derived from previous and current object rigid mo-
tion {𝑾𝑡−2,𝑾𝑡−1,𝑾𝑡 } using the finite difference method. For the
inherent attributes, sincemass and its distribution cannot be learned
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Method by
[Zhang et al.

2021]
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Figure 2: Method overview. We first track the hand-object motion using the method by [Zhang et al. 2021]. Then, we refine
the contact status based on the object dynamics. Finally, we model the hand-object movement at the contact points using a
confidence-based algorithm. Our physics-based optimization ensures physical plausibility and improves accuracy.

visually, we use a fixed mass𝑚𝑜 = 0.2kg and assume a hollow ob-
ject, i.e., mass is evenly distributed on the surface of the object.
Note that𝑚𝑜 is just a relative value for solving forces and does not
affect the physical refinement. Although not accurate, this simple
assumption can work well in preventing the physically implausible
failures and artifacts. The center of mass 𝒄𝑜 is the mean position of
all vertices on the surface and inertia 𝑰 can be computed by:

𝑰 𝑖 𝑗 =
𝑚𝑜

|M|

|M |∑︁
𝑘=1

( | |𝒓𝑘 | |2𝛿𝑖 𝑗 − 𝑥
(𝑘)
𝑖

𝑥
(𝑘)
𝑗

), 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {1, 2, 3}

𝒓𝑘 = 𝒗𝑘 − 𝒄𝑜 = (𝑥 (𝑘)1 , 𝑥
(𝑘)
2 , 𝑥

(𝑘)
3 ), (𝒗𝑘 , 𝒏𝑘 ) ∈ M, (4)

where 𝛿𝑖 𝑗 is the Kronecker delta, and 𝑰 𝑖 𝑗 is the (𝑖, 𝑗) entry of the
inertia tensor 𝑰 ∈ R3×3.

4.2.3 Physics-based Contact Status Optimization. This step takes
the input of the initial contact status CS = {(𝒑𝑖 , 𝒏𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 )}, the ob-
ject’s rigidmotion𝑾𝑡 , and the physical properties𝝎𝑡 , ¤𝒗𝑡 , ¤𝝎𝑡 ,𝑚𝑜 , 𝒄𝑜 ,
𝑰 . Our target is to optimize a set of new tip-object distances {𝑑𝑖 }
which better satisfies the interaction physics. To achieve this, we
simultaneously refine the tip-object distances 𝑑𝑖 and estimate the
force 𝑭 𝑖 exerted by each tip on the object to explain the object’s
motion. The intuition behind is that: 1) to explain the object’s mo-
tion, we must have a set of physically correct forces applied on the
object, and 2) based on the condition that a fingertip must touch the
object to exert force on it, we obtain better contact states by force
estimation. Therefore, our optimizer is mathematically defined as:

𝐸 (𝒇 𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 ) = 𝐸f (𝒇 𝑖 ) + 𝐸m (𝒇 𝑖 ) + 𝐸reg (𝒇 𝑖 ) + 𝐸tac (𝒇 𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 ) + 𝐸smo (𝑑𝑖 ),

s.t. 𝒇 𝑖 ≥ 0, 𝑑𝑖 ≥ 0. (5)

The notation 𝒇 𝑖 and each energy term is elaborated in the following.

Tip force modeling. The force 𝑭 𝑖 , which is exerted by the tip 𝑖

on the object, is comprised of pressure and friction components
which satisfy the Coulomb’s Law of Friction. All possible 𝑭 𝑖 form a
friction cone at the contact point 𝒑𝑖 (see Fig. 3). For the tip that is
not in contact with the object, we constrain the force in the friction
cone centered at the tip-to-object projection point 𝒑𝑖 (though the
magnitude of the force can be nearly zero). For computational con-
venience, we use a polyhedral cone as a linearized approximation of
the fiction cone. Then, 𝑭 𝑖 can be expressed by the positive span of
four normalized forces at the edges, which we denote as 𝒙1, · · · , 𝒙4
(see Fig. 3). Let basis matrix𝑨𝑖 = [𝒙1, 𝒙2, 𝒙3, 𝒙4], then the tip force
can be computed as 𝑭 𝑖 = 𝑨𝑖𝒇 𝑖 (𝒇 𝑖 ∈ R4,𝒇 𝑖 ≥ 0). To this end, we
use 𝒇 𝑖 as the optimization variable for the tip forces in Eq. 5, which
simplifies the friction cone constraints. The friction coefficient is
empirically set to ` = 0.7.

  

  

    

    

Figure 3: Friction cone (yel-
low) and its approximation
(gray).

Figure 4: Force ambiguity.
Two groups of forces have
the same resultant.
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Force and moment term. 𝐸f (𝒇 𝑖 ) in Eq. 5 requires the object’s
linear acceleration to be explained by the resultant force including
the tip forces and the gravity:

𝐸f (𝒇 𝑖 ) = | |
4∑︁

𝑖=0

𝑨𝑖𝒇 𝑖 +𝑚𝑜𝒈 −𝑚𝑜 ¤𝒗𝑡 | |2, (6)

where 𝒈 is the gravitational acceleration. Similarly, 𝐸m (𝒇 𝑖 ) in Eq. 5
requires the object’s angular acceleration to be explained by the
resultant moment:

𝐸m (𝒇 𝑖 ) = | |
4∑︁

𝑖=0

((𝒑𝑖 − 𝒄𝑡𝑜 ) × (𝑨𝑖𝒇 𝑖 )) − 𝝉𝑡 | |2, (7)

where 𝒄𝑡𝑜 =𝑾𝑡 𝒄𝑜 is the center of mass of the live object, 𝝉𝑡 is the
driving torque of the object at frame 𝑡 , which is derived from:

𝝉𝑡 = 𝑰 ¤𝝎𝑡 + [𝝎𝑡 ]𝑰𝝎𝑡 , (8)

where [·] means the cross product matrix.

Regularization term. We introduce a regularization term 𝐸reg (𝒇 𝑖 )
in Eq. 5 to confine the magnitude of the tip forces to be small. This is
based on two observations: 1) under specific situations, for example,
when two contact points are on the opposite sides and forces are
collinear, there are infinite numbers of solutions with arbitrarily
large force values. Thus, we need a regularization term to ensure
stable force solutions. 2) Humans are used to manipulating objects
with the least possible forces. The regularization term is defined as:

𝐸reg (𝒇 𝑖 ) =
4∑︁

𝑖=0

| |𝒇 𝑖 | |2 . (9)

Contact term. With the aforementioned terms, a group of forces
that best explains the object’s movement can be obtained. However,
those terms do not model the contacts, i.e., every tip can exert any
large forces on the object even if not in contact. Therefore, we
introduce the contact term 𝐸tac (𝒇 𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 ) in Eq. 5:

𝐸tac (𝒇 𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 ) =
4∑︁

𝑖=0

| |𝑑𝑖𝒇 𝑖 | |2, (10)

which means a tip can only exert little force (𝒇 𝑖 is small) on the
object when it is far from the object surface (𝑑𝑖 is large), and vise
versa. This design is simple but important to our system. Originally,
updating the contact requires solving a discontinuous optimization
at the boundary of contact and not contact. With this design, we
formulate it in a continuous optimization without involving no-
ticeable errors. To further constrain the solution, we add another
energy term 𝐸smo (𝑑𝑖 ) in Eq. 5 to penalize the difference between
the optimized contact status and the initial contact status extracted
from the kinematic tracking:

𝐸smo (𝑑𝑖 ) =
4∑︁

𝑖=0

(𝑑𝑖 − 𝑑𝑖 )2 . (11)

4.3 Contact Movement Modeling
With the refined contact status and force estimation, we model the
hand-object movement at the contact points in this stage. Since
all interaction is done through contacts, correctly modeling the
contact movement not only ensures the physical plausibility of the

reconstruction, but also provides movement priors between the
object and the hand, which greatly helps us to resolve the ambiguity
in the insufficient input data caused by occlusions. Nevertheless,
the hand-object movement at the contacts can be very complex:
the object can be static, sliding, or rolling at a contact; a soft body
can deform at a contact. In our method, we simplify the cases and
focus on modeling the most common type of contact movement,
i.e., the static and sliding contact.

In the kinematic tracking result, the tip often slides on the object
in fast motion when serious blurs exist in the input depth data.
Simply forbidding any slip at the contact point will not give a sat-
isfying result. This is because human hands are flexible and can
often slide on an object surface when manipulating it. To address
this, we propose a physics-based slide prevention method, which
utilizes the force predicted in Stage II to constrain the slippage of
the contact point with large pressure. This means that the sliding
contact is allowed when the pressure is small, which significantly
improves the quality and physical plausibility of the interaction.
Moreover, the force estimation may be incorrect due to the ambigu-
ities such as multiple contact points as shown in Fig. 4. On the other
hand, kinematic tracking may be correct when there is sufficient
observation. Considering this, we additionally introduce the tip
confidence extracted from the kinematic tracking. In the following,
we introduce the confidence extraction and the slide prevention
respectively.

4.3.1 Kinematic Confidence Extraction. For each tip, a confidence
value 𝐶𝑖 is computed from the depth map D𝑡 and the kinematic
tracking results 𝜽 𝑡

kin
based on the number of observed depth points.

To be specific, we predefine a number 𝑁𝑠 = 75 standing for the
number of observed depth points that is sufficient for pose estima-
tion of a tip by the kinematic method. Then we check the number
of depth points 𝑁𝑖 that are close enough (distance smaller than
3mm) to the tip 𝑖 . Then 𝐶𝑖 is defined as:

𝐶𝑖 =min(1, 𝑁𝑖/𝑁𝑠 ). (12)
Higher confidence indicates that the kinematic tracking gets suf-
ficient data to fit the tip, which yields accurate results. On the
contrary, lower confidence means the tip is partly or totally invisi-
ble. Leveraging the extracted confidence, our system reduces errors
in the physics-based slide prevention, as detailed in the following.

4.3.2 Confidence-based Slide Prevention. The inputs of this mod-
ule are the five tip positions after the contact status refinement
𝑻 (r)𝑡
𝑖

= 𝒑𝑖 + 𝑑𝑖𝒏𝑖 , the predicted pressure on each contact point
𝐹𝑁𝑖

= 𝒏𝑇
𝑖
𝑨𝑖𝒇 𝑖 , and the tip confidence 𝐶𝑖 . The outputs of this mod-

ule are the refined tip positions 𝑻 (s)𝑡
𝑖

, which are used in a final
inverse kinematics step. We first compute the no-sliding tip posi-
tions 𝑻PS

𝑖
based on the final tip positions of the previous frame

𝑻 (f)𝑡−1
𝑖

by:

𝑻PS𝑖 = 𝑻 (r)𝑡
𝑖

− (𝑰 3×3 − 𝒏𝑖𝒏
𝑇
𝑖 ) (𝑻

(r)𝑡
𝑖

−𝑾𝑡 (𝑾𝑡−1)−1𝑻 (f)𝑡−1
𝑖

), (13)

where 𝑰 3×3 is an identity matrix, 𝑰 3×3 − 𝒏𝑖𝒏𝑇𝑖 stands for a tangen-
tial projection on a surface point with the normal 𝒏𝑖 ,𝑾𝑡 and𝑾𝑡−1

are the object poses at the current and the last frame, respectively.
In this way, the obtained 𝑻PS

𝑖
has the same contact point as the pre-

vious frame but possible rigid and nonrigid deformation is allowed
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Table 1: Quantitative evaluation of different solutions using
average pixel errors of all five fingertips in all frames.

bl cso cso+fri cso+fri+conf
Average Pixel Error 11.58 10.22 11.20 9.67

for the object. Then, we compute the refined tip positions 𝑻 (s)𝑡
𝑖

as:

𝑻 (s)𝑡
𝑖

=


𝑻 (r)𝑡
𝑖

𝐹𝑁𝑖
< 𝛼𝐺𝑜

𝑻PS
𝑖

𝐹𝑁𝑖
≥ 𝛼𝐺𝑜 and

𝐶𝑖 ≤ 𝛽

| |𝑻 (r)𝑡
𝑖

−𝑻 PS
𝑖 | |

𝛾𝑻 (r)𝑡
𝑖

+ (1 − 𝛾)𝑻PS
𝑖

otherwise

, (14)

where 𝐺𝑜 = 𝑚𝑜 | |𝒈 | | is the object’s gravity, 𝛼 is a fixed scale pa-
rameter, 𝛽 is used to control the effect of the confidence 𝐶𝑖 , and
𝛾 is used to smooth the sliding process. We empirically set 𝛼 =

0.3, 𝛽 = 5mm, 𝛾 = 0.5. We use a mass-dependent threshold 𝛼𝐺𝑜

to determine whether a tip can slide since the pressure 𝐹𝑁𝑖
solved

in Stage II is proportional to𝑚𝑜 . When sliding is allowed physi-
cally (the pressure is small, i.e., 𝐹𝑁𝑖

< 𝛼𝐺𝑜 in Eq. 14), we merely
output the result 𝑻 (r)𝑡

𝑖
from the previous stage. Otherwise, the

tip movement along the contact tangential is restricted based on
the kinematic confidence of the tip 𝐶𝑖 . With low confidence, we
tend to believe that the slide is caused by the tracking error, hence
choose to prevent slippage (the middle row in Eq. 14). Otherwise,
we choose to slide and perform a linear interpolation to smooth
this process (the last row in Eq. 14). We use a dynamic threshold for
confidence-based slide judgement. This is because even under fully
observation (𝐶𝑖 = 1), slippage is still inevitable in the kinematic
result but only with small errors.

Finally, we perform inverse kinematics to obtain the final hand
pose 𝜽 𝑡 using the refined tip positions 𝑻 (s)𝑡

𝑖
. We also calculate the

final tip positions 𝑻 (f)𝑡
𝑖

from 𝜽 𝑡 , which are used in the next slide
prevention stage of the next frame.

5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first provide the experimental settings of our
system. Then, we compare our method with the state-of-the-art
work [Zhang et al. 2021] and evaluate the effectiveness of our key
techniques qualitatively and quantitatively. Finally, we discuss our
limitations. More results of rigid and nonrigid object motions of
various object shapes, sizes, and textures are shown in Fig. 1 and
the supplementary video.

5.1 Experimental Settings
We use one RealSense SR300 sensor to record the depth stream
of hand-object interactions with the resolution of 320 × 240. Two
NVIDIA TITANXp GPUs are used for the network evaluation and
energy optimization respectively in the kinematic tracking stage.
The physical refinement stage purely runs on an AMD Ryzen 5700g
CPU. The contact status optimization Eq. 5 is solved by the LM
algorithm [Moré 1978]. Our system can process one frame within
40ms, where 32ms for kinematic tracking and 8ms for physical
refinement.

Reference Color [Zhang et al. 2021] Ours

Figure 5: Qualitative comparison with [Zhang et al. 2021].
P
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n
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ge

Average Pixel Error

Figure 6: Percentage of correct hand tips. It stands for better
performance if the curve is closer to the top-left corner.

Table 2: Proportion of physically implausible frames (less
than 2 contacts).

[Zhang et al. 2021] Ours
Implausible Ratio (%) 54.7 2.0

5.2 Comparisons
Our work uses [Zhang et al. 2021] for kinematic tracking which is
also the state-of-the-art in this topic, sowe compare our systemwith
it to demonstrate the effectiveness of our physics-based refinement
on precision and physical plausibility. The qualitative results are
shown in the supplementary video and Fig. 5. In the top two rows
of Fig. 5, we can clearly see that sometimes a contact may not be
discovered by [Zhang et al. 2021] while we correctly reconstruct
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it by the physics-based contact status optimization. Meanwhile,
in the bottom two rows of Fig. 5, some contacts may slide to a
wrong position in the result of [Zhang et al. 2021] due to the lack
of observation. While in our result, as we model the friction, the
contact position is better preserved. Note that our method can
prevent error accumulation in the kinematic tracking system (e.g.,
the third row in Fig. 5). This is because the hand pose solved in
the previous frame is used to initialize the next frame. Thus, the
physical refinement can influence the solution in the subsequent
frames. More visual comparisons can be found in the supplementary
video.

For a quantitative comparison on precision, we use the same
metric as [Zhang et al. 2021]. We project five fingertips of the
reconstruction result onto the RGB camera and manually label
the tips on the color images as ground truth. The average pixel
error is used to measure the accuracy of hand tracking. We prepare
three annotated sequences for this comparison: "MoveBox" with
480 frames, "RotateBottle" with 390 frames, and "HandleToy" with
550 frames. Tab. 1 shows the values of average pixel errors on
the three recorded sequences and Fig. 6 reports the corresponding
aggregated errors. bl stands for our kinematic tracking result which
is just the result of [Zhang et al. 2021]. These comparisons further
demonstrate that our method can improve the tracking accuracy of
fingertips and lessen the maximum error as the curve in Fig. 6 is
more on the left.

To demonstrate that our results are more physically plausible,
we compute the ratio of frames with less than two contact points
in the aforementioned three sequences. As multiple contact points
are necessary for supporting an object in most cases, we regard
circumstances violating this as physically implausible. Tab. 2 shows
that our method can significantly reduce the implausible cases by
adding sufficient contact points based on our physical model.

5.3 Evaluation
We first quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of the key compo-
nents in our physical refinement, which is also shown in Tab. 1 and
Fig. 6. Here we show the results of four solutions, pure kinematic
results (bl), contact status optimization only (cso), contact status
optimization + pure friction-based slide prevention (cso+fri), and
contact status optimization + confidence-based slide prevention
(cso+fri+conf ). Contact status optimization (cso) helps to resolve
the problem that fingertips fail to properly contact the object and
it reduces the numerical errors noticeably. However, adding the
friction-based sliding prevention (cso+fri) cannot further reduce the
errors but increase them a little bit. This is because this module is
purely based on physics without considering the kinematic informa-
tion. If the initial contact position has errors, fixing its position by
friction makes the contact position impossible to be refined, leading
to worse results sometimes. As in the case with strong observations,
kinematic results are usually correct. So, after adding the kinematic-
involved confidence component (cso+fri+conf ), the errors dropped
and the best performance in this experiment is achieved.

We also show some qualitative results here. In Fig. 7, we see that
the kinematic reconstruction fails to reconstruct the left contact
point due to the relatively fast motion. The index finger wrongly fits
the observation of the middle finger and moves wrongly with the
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Figure 7: Qualitative evaluation of our contact status opti-
mization.

middle finger. On the other hand, cso knows that one contact cannot
prevent the object from falling down and correctly discovers the
second contact point. More results are shown in the supplementary
video. Fig. 8 gives one visual example to show the effectiveness of
our confidence-based slide prevention. In these snapshots of a short
sequence, we see that without this slide prevention, the thumb
wrongly slides on the object surface due to the lack of observations
when the object turns at frames around t1 and t2. Notice that the in-
volvement of kinematic confidence not only fixes the contact when
pressure exists, but also allows sliding when no pressure exists. To
better demonstrate this, we show the result in the supplementary
video in the section "Evaluation of the Confidence".

5.4 Limitations
To guarantee real-time performance, our physical model is largely
simplified and thus still far from real physics. First, we assume
the contacts only happens on fingertips. For cases breaking this
assumption, our system goes back to a kinematic tracking system.
Second, we solve for the contact forces with assumptions on object
masses. This may lead to inaccurate contact force magnitudes, but
still successfully brings physical plausibility into the reconstruc-
tion system. Third, when tracking non-rigid objects, we fix inertia
information instead of updating it with the object’s deformation. In
most cases, this only affects the accuracy of the force solution. How-
ever, for strong deformations, this simplification may lead to wrong
contact positions due to the big errors in the physical properties.

6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a physical method for modeling the complex
motion of hand-object interaction and demonstrates its power in
single view real-time reconstruction. The method first models the
relationship between the contact forces and the dynamics of the
in-hand object, which is successfully used in recovering unobserved
contacts as well as the contact forces. It also jointly models the static
and sliding contact motions, which are used to reconstruct accurate
contact motions by combining both the kinematic confidence and
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Figure 8: Qualitative evaluation of our slide prevention in a sequence.

the contact forces. In general, this technique achieves physically
plausible and more accurate interaction reconstruction in real-time
using a single view input, with a byproduct of plausible forces.
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